Frequently Asked Questions about Invasive Lobular Carcinoma
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These Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) are for informational and educational purposes only, to assist patients and caregivers with learning about lobular breast cancer. It should be noted that the answers provided in this document reflect the prevailing opinion in the U.S. The information is not meant to replace the advice and information patients receive from their health care providers. More research and clinical trials are needed to improve outcomes for systemic treatments such as endocrine treatment, chemotherapy, immunotherapies, imaging, and targeted treatments, and for potential future targeted therapies or immunotherapy that might result in better long-term outcomes for ILC patients. You can learn more about LBCA’s ILC research priorities by clicking this link.

GENERAL LOBULAR FAQs

1. What is invasive (or infiltrating) lobular carcinoma (ILC) and why is it unique?
ILC is the second most common histologic subtype of breast cancer after invasive ductal cancer (IDC), which is also known as invasive ductal carcinoma of no special type (IDC/NST). ILC is often a low grade and indolent proliferative cancer, meaning that the cancer cells look more like normal cells and the cancer tends to grow and spread slowly. Like most breast cancers, ILC tends to be estrogen receptor (ER) positive, progesterone receptor (PR) positive, and human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) negative. ILC can sometimes be triple negative (lacking expression of ER, PR and Her2) or HER2+, but this is rare. It is evident that the clinical behavior and molecular features of ILC are distinct from IDC. One of the important features of ILC is the loss of the ability of the cancer cells to “stick together” referred to as “cell-to-cell adhesion.” The lack of cell adhesion means that ILC does not form a mass the way other breast cancer tumor types like IDC/NST do. Rather, the tumors may grow in what is referred to as a “diffusely infiltrating” manner or more plainly, as lines of separate cells. In ILC, the inability of cells to stick together is due to the loss of a functioning protein called E-cadherin. Loss of E-cadherin is often due to an inactivating mutation in the CDH1 gene. The way ILC tumors grow can make them harder to feel on examination, to image, and to diagnose. Tumors can therefore be larger and/or more advanced at the time of diagnosis. In addition, there are other molecular characteristics that are either more prevalent or less frequent in ILC versus IDC.

2. How common is invasive lobular carcinoma (ILC)?
ILC is the second most common histological type of breast cancer diagnosed, accounting for about 10-15% of all breast cancers. An estimated 43,000 new cases of ILC are diagnosed each year. ILC impacts more women than do cancers of the kidney, brain, pancreas, liver, or ovaries. The incidence of all types of breast cancer has been increasing 0.5% annually since 2004.
3. What are the different subtypes of ILC?
Classic ILC is the most common subtype of lobular breast cancer, but there are other subtypes of ILC such as Pleomorphic ILC (less than 5% of ILC),¹³ which often has an increased proliferation index (Ki67) and higher grade, meaning that the cancer grows more quickly and aggressively than Classic ILC. Pleomorphic ILC also exhibits less hormone receptor positivity, and greater overexpression (positivity) of HER2 than classic ILC. Other less common ILC subtypes include tubulo-lobular, solid, and alveolar, which have different cellular and microscopic characteristics.²

4. How is ILC different from the more common IDC/NST (invasive ductal carcinoma)?
IDC/NST is the most common type of breast cancer. IDC/NST cancer cells have a different appearance, tumor activity and biology/behavior than ILC. Unlike ILC, most IDC/NST tumors express E-cadherin and tend to form a lump in the breast. Some patients with metastatic ILC can have a higher likelihood of metastases going to organ sites that are less common than the sites that IDC/NST will metastasize to, such as the gastro-intestinal tract.¹⁴ ILC patients tend to be older, have larger tumors at diagnosis, present at a later stage and have higher numbers of positive nodes. These unique features of ILC present challenges in initial diagnosis, imaging for staging, and clinical trial enrollment.

5. How does ILC differ from IDC/NST in terms of long-term survival?
Although primary ILC tumors can be lower grade and proliferation compared to IDC/NST tumors, they can still recur after initial treatment. Recent studies suggest higher propensity for late recurrence after 5 years in patients with ILC compared to those with IDC/NST. There are some studies that show that some patients with ILC may have a slightly worse survival rate compared to patients with IDC/NST, but there are not yet studies that indicate specifically which subpopulations of patients with ILC this applies to.¹⁵, ¹⁶

6. What are the physical characteristics of ILC?
Symptoms of primary ILC in the breast can range from none to visible changes in the breast tissue. On self-examination, ILC can sometimes be felt as a firmness or mass. Routine self-exams are encouraged so that changes or differences can be felt/noticed. Any new firmness or masses should be further evaluated. Breast Cancer, including ILC, may at times cause a visual puckering or pulling of the skin, flattening or inversion of the nipple, unexplained skin hardening, or a visual dimpling or dent in the breast. One breast may appear larger or have a different shape than the other. Occasionally, a patient may present with a shrunken breast as the tumor pulls on the tissue around it. Breast pain is a less common occurrence. ILC may not be detectable on self-exams at all, even when the tumor is large.³, ¹⁷ Enlarged lymph nodes may or may not be felt in the axilla (underarm area). If you have any suspicious findings, report them to your doctor immediately.

7. Are there hereditary genetic risk factors for ILC?
While mutations in certain genes can increase the risk of developing breast cancer, specific hereditary mutations in the CDH1 gene can confer a lifetime risk of both ILC and hereditary diffuse gastric cancer (HDGC). Most patients with ILC do not have this mutation and this mutation is rare.¹⁸ More often, patients may be referred for genetic testing at diagnosis if there is a personal or family history of breast cancer,¹⁹, ²⁰ if patients are <50 years of age at diagnosis, and depending on personal family history and ethnicity.²¹ Patients with lobular breast cancer in both breasts under 50 years of age, or one breast who have a family history of lobular breast cancer and are diagnosed before the age of 45, may be tested for CDH1 mutation specifically.²² Mutations in other genes including BRCA1, BRCA2, CHEK2, and PALB2 also increase the risk for breast cancer.²³
8. What are atypical lobular hyperplasia (ALH) and lobular carcinoma in-situ (LCIS)?
Atypical lobular hyperplasia and LCIS are not considered cancer, however both lesions are composed of abnormal cells that share features of the cancer cells that are seen in ILC. Hyperplasia is an overgrowth of cells. “Atypical” hyperplasia means that the cells look abnormal. In both of these lesions, the abnormal cells are growing within the lobules (milk glands) or ducts of the breast but have not yet started growing through/outside the wall of the lobules/ducts. The diagnosis of these lesions in the breast is associated with an increased risk of developing breast cancer in either breast. We also consider these lesions as ‘non-obligate precursors to invasive breast cancer,’ which means patients with ALH or LCIS may never develop cancer. These pathology findings are therefore viewed as markers of increased breast cancer risk.24

9. What are the different subtypes and variants of LCIS?
LCIS indicates that the patient is at increased risk and can develop breast cancer in either breast (not necessarily ILC). The World Health Organization (WHO) now classifies 3 variants of LCIS: classic (CLCIS), florid (FLCIS), and pleomorphic (PLCIS). These non-invasive variants share some molecular characteristics with the invasive variants of the same name, suggesting a similar cellular origin. At many institutions, patients with Classic LCIS are not referred for excision (i.e., surgery) due to low upstage rates (i.e., low instances of becoming invasive). The pleomorphic and florid variants of LCIS are thought to be genetically and biologically more advanced lesions than classic LCIS. CLCIS, florid LCIS, and pleomorphic LCIS diagnosed on core biopsy are sometimes treated with surgical excision. Following surgery, the final diagnosis may be upgraded to invasive cancer in as many as 40% of these samples.25

LOBULAR BREAST CANCER PATHOLOGY QUESTIONS

1. What does histological subtype mean?
Histology refers to what is seen when cells are examined using a microscope. Histological subtypes are the smaller groups that a cancer, such as ILC, can be divided into based on certain characteristics observed under a microscope.

2. What are important receptors in breast cancer?
Receptors are proteins that are found on the surface of a cell or within a cell. These receptors bind to very specific proteins (ligands). Examples of receptors that are important in breast cancer are estrogen and progesterone receptors (ER or PR), or the human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (also called HER2). When ligands bind to receptors, specific cellular activities occur, for example stimulation of cell growth or migration. When cells are receptor “positive,” it means that the cancer cells express lots of this receptor. This is important in breast cancer, because a cancer that is HER2+ or ER+ (“positive”) means cancer cells will most likely respond (be killed) to targeted therapy against HER2 or ER, respectively. “Negative” means they will not. If a cancer is hormone receptor (ER and PR) negative and HER2 negative, it is considered to be triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC). Androgen receptor (AR) positivity and HER2 low positivity28 have become areas of study for targeted treatment in breast cancers.

3. What is an IHC Test?
An IHC (ImmunoHistoChemistry) test is a special staining process performed on breast cancer tissue removed during a biopsy or from surgery. IHC testing is performed by pathology departments during breast cancer diagnosis, and it is used to see if the cancer cells express estrogen (ER), and progesterone (PR), and human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2). It also helps to specify whether a breast cancer is ductal or lobular, using the expression or absence of the protein E-cadherin. Finally, it can aid in determining how fast a tumor is growing, using markers such as the protein Ki67 or MIB1.
4. What does Ki-67 mean?
Ki-67 is a protein that increases as cells prepare to grow (divide). A staining process can measure the percentage of tumor cells that are positive for Ki-67. The more positive cells there are, the more quickly they are dividing and forming new cells, and so it can be used as a sign of the cancer growth rate. Ki-67 levels are not tested routinely but, in some cases, may help guide your team’s treatment decisions.

5. Does having dense breasts cause ILC?
Breast density reflects the amount of fibro-glandular tissue compared to the amount of fat tissue in the breast. Women with dense breast tissue have a 2-fold risk of developing any type of breast cancer. There are no data regarding whether density increases the risk of specific breast cancer types, such as lobular. A mammogram report categorizes the density of tissue from BI-RADS 1 to 4, four being “extremely dense.” Women with moderate (category 3) to extremely dense breasts (category 4) may be offered supplemental screening methods, as ILC is difficult to detect in dense breasts.29

6. Is there a link between hormone replacement therapy (HRT) and developing LCIS/ILC?
The use of post-menopausal hormone replacement therapy with both progesterone and estrogen has been associated with an increased risk of breast carcinoma. While there have not been large studies to determine whether use of HRT increases risk of lobular breast carcinoma, one study that compared nonusers of HRT with those using combined estrogen and progestin hormone replacement therapy (CHRT), found that those using HRT for at least 6 months had an elevated risk of lobular breast carcinoma.30

LOBULAR IMAGING FAQs

1. What is the difference between a routine screening and a diagnostic mammogram?
Screening mammograms are performed on women who have no signs or symptoms of breast cancer, and who have not had a breast cancer diagnosis in the last three years. General population breast cancer screening is intended to detect unsuspected early-stage breast cancers. Diagnostic mammograms are typically performed on women who have a recent history of breast cancer, symptoms or abnormal physical exam findings, or who are considered to be at higher risk for breast cancer for follow-up when abnormalities are identified on screening mammograms).

2. Why is ILC more difficult to see on mammograms?
ILC often grows in a linear pattern through the breast without changing the surrounding structures or forming a discrete mass or lump. This is the reason why ILC can be more difficult to detect than IDC/NST on mammography and ultrasound. Dense breast tissue further decreases the sensitivity of mammograms, to as low as 11% in some studies of ILC.3,31

3. Are there alternative imaging tools to mammography?
Ultrasound (US) can be used for supplemental imaging in women with dense breasts or those at increased risk for breast cancer. In women with normal mammograms, US detects an additional 3.5 cancers per 1000 women screened.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is recommended for women with a greater than 20% lifetime risk of breast cancer, such as those with BRCA1 and BRCA2 genetic mutations, strong family history of breast cancer, personal history of breast cancer at a young age, and in breast cancer survivors with dense breasts. It has the highest sensitivity of all imaging modalities for detecting breast cancer.32 MRI can also be useful for preoperative staging of some breast cancers. In a recent study using MRI prior to surgery for lobular breast cancer, 21.5% of lobular patients changed surgical plans from breast conserving surgery to another operation as a result of pre-operative MRI findings. The final surgical pathological correlation was better with MRI than with ultrasound or mammogram. MRI can identify multifocal areas of the tumor not seen on mammogram, and this information can be helpful in choosing the extent of surgical intervention.33, 34
Contrast enhanced spectral mammography (CESM) is a special mammogram that uses contrast to assist with localizing the size and extent of breast tumors. Several small studies have shown that it is superior to 2D mammograms as well as MRI in sensitivity and false positive results and may be especially useful for screening in women with a history of breast cancer and dense breasts, or women at intermediate risk for breast cancer. Studies to replicate and validate these findings are underway. As a result, CESM is not widely available and not part of standard of care.

Molecular breast imaging (MBI) is another technique that uses radioactive tracers to highlight abnormal tissue that is taken up by the tracer. It is nearly comparable in rates of detection to MRI, and especially useful in patients with dense breast tissue. However, the images of each breast take ten minutes, and the radiotracer exposes the entire body to radiation, unlike other breast imaging modalities. MBI can be particularly helpful in women with dense breasts and may be helpful when MRI is not available/possible, but at this time there is no clinical consensus on indications for use and this imaging is not part of standard of care. Few centers utilize MBI when MRI is available.

4. What imaging is recommended after cancer treatment is completed in early stage (1-3) ILC?
After completion of treatment, it is typically recommended that yearly mammography should be performed as it has been demonstrated that in this population it significantly improves breast cancer survival. In cases in which mammogram missed the ILC, supplemental imaging such as US and MRI may be recommended. As everyone’s circumstance is different the ultimate decision will be decided between the patient and her care team.

LOBULAR TREATMENT FAQs

1. What is the current standard of care for primary lobular breast cancer (cancer in the breast)?
An individual’s treatment plan for ILC depends on many factors, including the size and grade of the cancer, genetic factors, lymph node involvement, and the patient’s overall health and individual preferences. At present, there are no ILC-specific treatment guidelines. The standard of care for early-stage treatment of hormone receptor positive ILC is to the same as treatment of hormone receptor positive IDC/NST. Recommended treatment will likely include surgery (lumpectomy or mastectomy), radiation, and systemic therapies such as chemotherapy or hormonal therapy.

- Surgery
Surgical planning takes into account how best to remove all of the cancer (i.e., achieving “clear margins” around the tissue removed). If the size of the tumor is too large to remove without leaving sufficient cancer free margins, or sufficient normal breast tissue, then a mastectomy may be recommended. Oncoplastic lumpectomy, a special technique that removes more tissue, has also been studied as an option to clear the margins more effectively in ILC. Initial breast conserving therapy may require additional surgery if margins are positive, to remove further cancer tissue. This is particularly true for lobular cancer, which more often presents with diffuse disease and multifocal lesions (several areas of cancer involvement within the breast) that may be difficult to detect with pre-operative imaging and during surgery. Long-term data suggests that choice of surgery (lumpectomy vs. mastectomy) does not affect long term survival. Neoadjuvant therapy (systemic medical treatment prior to surgery) followed by lumpectomy can be an alternative option to decrease tumor size to facilitate surgical removal, and to evaluate the tumor’s response to therapy prior to removal to help guide treatment after surgery.

Post-mastectomy surgical options include aesthetic flat closure (i.e., no reconstruction), breast implants, or flap surgeries that use the patient’s own fat or muscle to create new breasts. Patients are usually referred to plastic surgery to discuss post-mastectomy options.
• **Radiation**
Radiation therapy, also known as radiotherapy, uses high energy beams to kill the genetic material within cancer cells. An individual’s treatment plan may include radiation based on whether they have a lumpectomy or mastectomy, the location of the tumor, and other factors.

External beam radiation therapy (EBRT) focuses radiation to a specific area of the body such as the breast, supraclavicular area (chest wall) and the axilla (underarm area) after positive lymph nodes are removed or identified. This can destroy any remaining microscopic areas of cancer, to prevent local recurrence.

Partial breast radiation (PBI) and intraoperative radiation have been studied as alternatives to ERBT but has not been conclusively proven to be as effective for routine use in ILC.

• **Medical Therapies**
The main reason that medical treatment, also known as systemic therapy, is prescribed after tumor removal is to prevent recurrence of cancer, both in the breast and in other areas of the body. There are many different categories of medical treatments including endocrine therapy, chemotherapy, immunotherapy, and other targeted therapy.

• **Endocrine (anti-hormonal) therapies**
As many lobular cancers are hormone receptor (ER) positive, endocrine therapies are a mainstay of treatment for this type of cancer. Aromatase inhibitors (AIs) are often prescribed to post-menopausal women, and tamoxifen to pre-menopausal women. Some premenopausal women will receive tamoxifen or an AI, in conjunction with ovarian suppression, particularly those patients with high risk of cancer recurrence. A large retrospective trial comparing letrozole to tamoxifen showed letrozole is superior for patients diagnosed with lobular versus ductal carcinoma, but this needs further validation. A current clinical trial is studying whether a specific endocrine therapy might be superior in post-menopausal women with ILC.

Standard duration of endocrine therapy is five years although determining the optimal duration of endocrine therapy is an area of active research; the Breast Cancer Index along with other factors (tumor size, grade, and lymph node involvement) can help guide decisions to extend endocrine therapy beyond five years.47, 48

• **Chemotherapy**
Chemotherapy decisions are determined by multiple factors, including clinical and pathological features such as tumor size, positive or negative lymph, tumor grade, tumor markers and molecular prognostic testing such as Mammaprint or Oncotype DX. Prognostic testing may help determine whether a particular cancer will benefit from chemotherapy, however, the utility of these tests for ILC specifically has only recently emerged. One study reported lower pathologic complete response in ILC than IDC when chemotherapy is given to patients prior to surgical treatment (neoadjuvant chemotherapy).50 Retrospective studies have shown some differences in response to systemic therapies between ILC and IDC.51 Similar to patients with IDC, patients with ILC with specific high risk factors such as triple-negative subtype or high-grade tumors tend to have a better response to chemotherapy.52

2. **What are targeted therapies?**
Endocrine therapy is the most commonly used targeted therapy. Additional targeted therapies may be used along with endocrine therapy and others are used when endocrine therapy is not appropriate. Some targeted therapies are used only for Stage IV or metastatic breast cancer while others can be used for earlier stage cancers.
Cyclin-dependent kinase 4/6 (CDK4/6) inhibitors are oral targeted therapies that block a protein called cyclin-dependent kinase, causing the tumor cells to stop dividing and making new copies of themselves. These inhibitors may be used in conjunction with endocrine therapy to treat advanced or metastatic, ER positive/HER2 negative breast cancer. There is only one CDK4/6 inhibitor approved for use in some specific cases of early breast cancer. Certain patients with a defined high-risk profile may be advised to receive this therapy.\(^{53}\)

**Immunotherapies** (including checkpoint inhibitors and other types of immune therapies) are medications that affect cancer cells’ ability to avoid the immune system. One commonly used drug has been approved for early stage as well as metastatic triple negative breast cancer. Active research is being done to determine if there is a role for use of immunotherapy in ER positive and HER2 positive breast cancer.

**Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) inhibitors** are oral medications used specifically in patients with HER2 negative breast cancer with BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutations.\(^{54}\) PARP proteins are involved with DNA repair, and function abnormally with BRCA mutations. There are currently two PARP inhibitors commonly used for metastatic breast cancer treatment. One of them is also approved as part of treatment for high-risk early-stage breast cancer in those patients with BRCA mutations.\(^{55}\)

**Monoclonal antibodies**, and **Antibody drug conjugates (ADCs)** are used in HER2 positive breast cancer to target the HER2 protein. One of the antibody drugs is now also now approved for treatment of HER2-low metastatic breast cancer.\(^{56}\)

**PIK3CA inhibitors** block a key signaling pathway in breast cancer. Currently the only approved PIK3CA inhibitor is alpelisib indicated for patients with metastatic ER positive breast cancer who have PIK3CA mutations.

For more information about targeted therapies: [https://www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/types/targeted-therapies](https://www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/types/targeted-therapies)

3. **Are there any steps patients with ILC can take to reduce their risk of a recurrence?**

ILC is most often an estrogen sensitive disease. Patients with ER positive ILC should consult with their care team before taking prescription or homeopathic medications or supplements that contain or mimic the hormone estrogen, including hormonal replacement therapies to relieve menopausal symptoms, supplements or other products that contain or mimic estrogen.\(^{57}\) General healthy lifestyle recommendations for breast cancer recurrence prevention also apply to patients with ILC, including a healthy diet, avoidance of weight gain (estrogen is produced in fat/adipose tissue), exercise, no alcohol consumption, and stress reduction. Exercise, in particular, has been shown to have a positive effect on long-term survival and breast cancer specific mortality.\(^{58}\)

4. **Can ILC be treated effectively using only complementary or alternative medical treatment?**

No. Complementary and alternative medical treatments (CAM) for breast cancer include mind-body therapies such as meditation and biofeedback; biologically based practices such as vitamins, herbs, and dietary changes; manipulative practices such as massage and chiropractic treatment; and other healing systems, including Ayurvedic, Chinese, Naturopathic and Homeopathic Medicine. While some CAM therapies are generally safe and may ease the discomfort of cancer treatment, other CAM therapies can be harmful, particularly if standard medical treatments are not used.\(^{59}\) Several studies have shown that women who rely solely on CAM for their breast cancer treatment have worse outcomes.\(^{60, 61, 62, 63, 64}\)
Metastatic Lobular Breast Cancer FAQs

1. What is metastatic lobular breast cancer?
Breast cancer that has spread beyond the breast and local lymph nodes is considered stage IV, or metastatic breast cancer. Metastatic breast cancer is treatable but not considered curable. With targeted therapies and chemotherapy, patients with metastatic lobular breast cancer can often live for many years. Some patients are initially diagnosed with cancer already at stage IV (de novo metastatic ILC), while for others, it can recur years later at distant sites/other organs (distant recurrence metastatic ILC). If the original breast tumor pathology was ILC, tumors found at distant sites away from the breast are usually also ILC, however, metastases can sometimes be heterogeneous (different tumors may have different characteristics) or can recur as ILC with a different receptor status such as HER2 + or triple negative features.

2. Can lobular breast cancer recur or spread?
Like ductal breast cancer or breast cancer NST, lobular breast cancer can recur any time after initial diagnosis. It can also be first detected/diagnosed as stage IV (referred to as de novo disease) and appear first in sites other than the breast (e.g., bones, liver, lungs), even when cancer has not yet been detected in the breast. Studies show that ILC often recurs later than IDC, significantly more so after ten years after the initial diagnosis of cancer.

3. Where can ILC spread when it metastasizes?
Similar to IDC/NST, ILC can metastasize to the lymph nodes, bones, lungs, liver, and the brain. However, ILC can also spread to unique sites such as the gastrointestinal tract (stomach, small intestine, colon), gynecological organs (ovaries, uterus), the peritoneum (lining of the stomach and abdominal cavity), and orbital tissues (tissues around the eye). The most common site of ILC metastases is bone. Lung and liver metastases are less common in ILC than in IDC/NST. Other unusual locations are listed on the LBCA website.

4. What are some potential symptoms of metastatic ILC that should be reported to a doctor?
Some potential symptoms of metastatic breast cancer to report may be bone pain, abdominal pain, distention and/or bloating, shortness of breath, pelvic bleeding, headaches, or changes in vision or the appearance of the eye. Because ILC can metastasize to uncommon sites, it is important for patients with lobular breast cancer and their oncologists to be aware of these differences, and to discuss the importance of recognizing and reporting other possible symptoms referring to these unusual sites of metastasis.

5. What type of imaging is used to look for metastatic ILC?
The type of imaging studies and scans used to identify metastatic ILC depends on the location of the metastatic sites. The available imaging options are currently the same as those for imaging ductal breast cancers. They include, CT scans, bone scans, FDG PET scans, FES PET scans, and MRI. Bone scans look for evidence of bone remodeling, which often occurs at sites of bone metastases. FDG-PET uses glucose metabolism uptake in the body and is a sensitive method for detecting, staging, and monitoring the effects of therapy. However, it may be less sensitive at detecting ILC lesions than IDC/NST lesions. CT scans, PET scans and/or MRI may be used for identifying lesions in the liver, and MRI can be used to visualize other areas such as the brain for metastasis. A newer radio-pharmaceutical agent, F18 Fluroestradiol (FES), targets the estrogen receptor, and may be used in some cases to image ER+ breast cancer. This imaging agent has been FDA approved specifically for imaging recurrent or metastatic breast cancer. FES scans are proving to be helpful in visualizing lobular tumors in certain parts of the body, and other use of FES scans is being studied in clinical trials. In order to ensure accurate FES testing, patients may not be on Fulvestrant or tamoxifen at the time of the test. FES is less effective in detecting lesions in the liver. Whole body MRI is under investigation in research studies as it may be valuable to help visualize ILC when traditional CT and FDG PET scans are not useful.
6. **What is the current standard of care for the treatment of metastatic ILC?**
Currently, metastatic ILC is treated in the same manner as other types of metastatic breast cancer based upon its subtype. Patients with hormone receptor positive metastatic breast cancers receive the same treatment whether they have metastatic IDC/NST or ILC, where anti-Estrogen drugs, Targeted Therapies and Chemotherapy are standard of care treatments. In limited studies, CDK4/6 inhibitors and one type of chemotherapy were shown to work as well in ILC as in IDC/NST. Similarly, patients with HER2+ or Triple Negative metastatic breast cancer are treated according to treatment guidelines whether the patient has ILC or IDC/NST, using HER2-targeted therapy and/or chemotherapy. In 2020, The American Society of Clinical oncologists (ASCO) published the types of treatment available for all subtypes of metastatic breast cancer. This online resource continues to be updated as research changes with regard to treatment options.

7. **Should surgery to the primary tumor be considered in de novo metastatic disease?**
Surgery to the primary tumor in de novo metastatic disease is controversial. A large randomized trial done in the United States determined that there was no overall survival benefit to removing the primary tumor but is helpful for local control of cancer complications including skin breakdown/infections/pain or preventing recurrence in the breast. Several other international retrospective studies have shown that there may be an overall improved survival benefit in select patients such as bone only oligo-metastatic disease (5 or fewer metastases in one organ). Primary surgery in de novo metastatic disease is a personal medical decision depending on the individual and their circumstances and the decision should be made in discussion with the clinical team.

8. **Are biopsies recommended in metastatic disease?**
Biopsies are often recommended to confirm the diagnosis of distant metastatic disease when feasible (if the metastatic site is accessible). A biopsy can determine whether the cancer has changed into another subtype (i.e. an ER+ primary cancer can become an ER- metastasis) which can happen in approximately 20% of cases due to treatment resistance) and help to determine future treatment options. Colonoscopy and/or endoscopy may identify abdominal or colon metastasis if symptoms are not explained by imaging findings, and cerebral spinal fluid sampling (CSF) or “spinal tap” can help to confirm a diagnosis of metastatic ILC or of leptomeningeal disease, specifically.

9. **Is Genomic (somatic) testing useful in metastatic ILC?**
Biomarker testing in tissue from a biopsy or by liquid biopsy (blood test) may be performed to identify genomic mutations in metastatic tumors either at initial diagnosis, or upon disease progression. Most ILC tumors harbor a genomic CDH1 mutation for which there is currently no targeted treatment. Approximately 40% of lobular tumors harbor a PI3 Kinase (PIK3CA) mutation, for which there is an approved targeted treatment: Alpelisib for ER+ metastatic patients. Approximately 5% of lobular tumors harbor mutations in the HER2 gene (ERBB2), affecting the HER2 pathway. Neratinib (an approved drug for HER2+ breast cancers) is being studied for treatment in metastatic ER+ breast cancers, including patients with ILC, with ERBB2 mutations in ongoing clinical trials. Biomarker testing may also be useful in determining anti-estrogen resistance such as the finding of ESR1 (the gene coding ER) mutations and other mutations such as RB1 which may confer resistance to CDK4/6 inhibitors. In other studies, ILC metastasis is showing a higher TMB (tumor mutational burden) score relative to IDC/NST. It is thought that this could prompt the development of further treatment options using immune checkpoint Inhibitors. Patients with metastatic disease and a high tumor mutational burden are currently candidates for treatment with the immune checkpoint inhibitor, pembrolizumab.

10. **What other tests are considered in ILC metastatic disease?**
Tumor markers in the blood such as CA15-3 or CA27.29 are sometimes used for tracking metastatic disease progression or response to therapy.
11. Are there clinical trials for metastatic ILC?

There are many clinical trials available for patients with metastatic breast cancer and many for ER+ metastatic breast cancer. Some of these trials may have lobular cohorts or subsets of ILC patients in their final analysis. There are only a few trials that specifically target metastatic ILC. There are some ongoing imaging trials including metastatic lobular breast cancer patients, and European trials specifically studying treatment effects in ILC. See LBCA website for current ILC Clinical Trials. One of the primary challenges in evaluating efficacy in clinical trials with lobular metastatic patients is the RECIST criteria (response evaluation criteria in solid tumors) required by most trials. Due to the diffuse pattern of ILC, it may not form a measurable mass to follow, making these patients ineligible for many trials. In a recent review, patients with metastatic invasive lobular carcinoma were shown to be significantly underrepresented in breast cancer clinical trials. A second key challenge in conducting clinical trials that include a metastatic ILC cohort is the lower percentage of patients with ILC as compared to IDC, therefore it is important for collaboration across institutions and multicenter trials that include lobular cohorts to increase the numbers of lobular patients in trials. Clinical trial enrollment can help advance research and has been shown to lead to longer overall survival.
**Additional FAQs/Resources**

1. **How can I find out about clinical trials and research studies to learn more about ILC?**
   There are many online tools and links to find research studies and clinical trials such as Clinical Trials.gov, breastcancertrials.org * or metastatic trials tool*. Most clinical trials are not ILC specific, but could include or have a cohort of patients with lobular breast cancer. There are a few ILC specific trials listed on the LBCA website.

2. **Are there clinical specialists in lobular breast cancer who I can see?**
   Although some oncologists research and study ILC, they do not consider themselves specialists and there is not currently a lobular clinical specialty. LBCA also does not recommend specific health providers or treatment facilities regardless of specialization. LBCA suggests that if not already receiving care at one of the National Cancer Institute (NCI) Designated Cancer Centers around the country, individuals might pursue this or consider second opinions at such a center if accessible. These Cancer Centers treat larger volumes of patients, see more lobular breast cancer patients, and serve as centers for research and cutting-edge cancer treatments.

3. **When would I consider a second opinion?**
   Second opinions are always an option and may provide some reassurance or clarity around diagnosis and treatment information. Whether and when to seek a second opinion is a personal decision. Second opinions can be sought for treatment advice, for radiology interpretation, and for pathology review. With recent advances in telemedicine, virtual second opinions may be possible. The National Cancer Institute provides some useful guidance on when you may consider seeking a second opinion.

4. **Where can I learn more?**
   For more information and resources visit the Lobular Breast Cancer Alliance Inc. (LBCA) website: LobularBreastCancer.org Through our website and social media we provide a platform for presenting and discussing current ILC research and findings, webinars, videos and blogs on ILC topics and advocacy training, and an online community for individuals who have been diagnosed or are living with ILC. We also maintain a library of current lobular breast cancer studies, identify clinical trials enrolling individuals with ILC, and provide ILC patient advocacy opportunities and tools with which patients and caregivers can learn to become advocates to advance research, raise awareness, and educate others about ILC. LBCA provides an advocacy toolkit for this purpose. LBCA also hosts a Facebook page and publishes a monthly newsletter to which you can subscribe.
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